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Abstract

Biofouling is a global issue, it is an ongoing expense for the maritime industry, billions of dollars are spent annually due to increased fuel consumption, research, maintenance and upkeep. The toxicity of anti-fouling paints is also a serious issue for the marine environment, because of the non-selective nature of the toxins they contain, they also affect non-target species, potentially harming local ecosystems. Biofouling acts as a vector for invasive species, allowing these species to spread world-wide, establish themselves in new ecosystems and potentially alter the biodiversity of the native flora and fauna. These issues with biofouling have seen an increase in research into the prevention of settlement of unwanted organisms on ship hulls; especially biofriendly, alternative options to toxic anti-fouling paints. A holistic approach to researching fouling species is vital in reducing and preventing biofouling, and with the increase in human activity in the marine environment, the effects of anthropogenic sounds on marine organisms is of growing interest. The potential effect of vessel noise on the larvae of bryozoan species has yet to be explored even though the Phylum Bryozoa is notorious for biofouling species. The morphology of larvae is also important in understanding the ecology of marine species, as various factors that influence the larval stage of a species can have latent effects in other life stages. Insight into the morphology of fouling larvae is important in understanding their life histories to develop more robust antifouling methods. Bryozoan larvae have a diverse range of morphological features to increase their survivability; a number of structures have been identified in aiding locomotion, phototaxis behaviour, suitable habitat exploration and metamorphosis. There is still a lot of speculation over the purpose of different structures and whether they have the potential to be used in other behaviours (such as auditory capabilities). This thesis focuses on the biofouling bryozoan species, *Watersipora subatra*, and examines their larval morphology and behaviour to better understand their early ecology and identify potential structures with auditory capabilities. SEM images of the larvae were used to identify a number of sensory organs that could potentially detect sound. A sound experiment was also conducted to test whether their larvae respond to different frequency levels (100Hz, 500Hz and 1000Hz). There was no significant difference in the settlement rate at the end of a 24-hour period between the different treatments.
However, the larvae exposed to the lower frequency (100Hz) tended to be slower at settling in the initial 8 hours of the experiment, which is the optimal time to settle to increase post-settlement survivability. There is the potential for the larvae of bryozoan species to respond to sound frequencies, although more research is needed to fully elucidate their potential to sense sound and to potentially aid in developing a biofriendly, preventative solution to biofouling.
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**Terminology**

**Ancestrula**: The original zooid of a colony, generated by the catastrophic metamorphosis of a larva; typically, it differs slightly in size and morphology from other zooids within a colony.

**Biocides**: a poisonous substance, typically a pesticide.

**Biofilm**: a thin but robust layer of mucilage adhering to a solid surface and containing a community of bacteria and other microorganisms.

**Catastrophic metamorphosis**: The process a larva undergoes once it has settled on a substrate to become the ancestrula zooid. The process is very rapid.

**Lecithotrophic**: A form of development in which the embryo receives no nutrition other than the yolk originally contained within its egg.

**Organotin**: of, concerned with, or being an organic compound with one or more tin atoms in its molecules: used as a pesticide, hitherto considered to decompose safely, now found to be toxic in the food chain

**Planktotrophic**: meaning “feeding on plankton” refers to development via a larva that must feed in the plankton in order to develop to metamorphosis. Species with planktotrophic development produce many small energy-poor eggs with adequate nutrient reserves for the development of a feeding larva

**Soundscape**: a piece of music considered in terms of its component sounds.

**Tentacle crown**: The tentaculated feeding apparatus of Bryozoans

**Zooid**: Is an individual within a colony, one of the physiologically linked, repeating units of a colony; either a reproductive unit and/or a feeding unit or a number of other polymorphs.
Chapter One: General Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Biofouling can be summarised as the settlement of unwanted organisms such as sessile invertebrates, algae and bacteria on submerged surfaces and this can have adverse effects on vessels, aquaculture infrastructure, filters and any submerged equipment (Gordon & Matwatari, 1992; Rosenhahn et al., 2010). Biofouling also affects native ecosystems and the economy via increased fuel consumption, thereby increasing transport costs and maintenance (Piola & McDonald, 2012; Sams & Keough, 2012).

The expansion of the global shipping industry has allowed invasive species to be transported around the globe by fouling vessel hulls (Bax et al., 2003; Inglis et al., 2012; Piola & McDonald, 2012; Sams & Keough, 2012). In North America, commercial vessels have been responsible for 44-78% of initial invasions of nonindigenous species with 52-82% of these species being associated with biofouling on vessels in the last 30 years (Ruiz et al., 2015). Smaller recreational vessels can also act as vectors for invasive marine species and can be responsible for the regional spread of invasive species as they tend to have fewer restrictions on them compared to commercial vessels (Lacoursiere-Roussel et al., 2012; Brine et al., 2013; Roche et al., 2015; Kauano et al., 2017).

Small recreational vessels have been used in predictive models to determine the spread of biofouling species (Lacoursiere-Roussel et al., 2012). Furthermore, recreational vessels on swing moorings had higher biofouling levels compared to vessels attached to berths; the vessels that docked to the swing moorings were typically slower moving in the water, therefore, unlikely to displace fouling organisms thus increasing their potential to spread invasive species over a wider area via reproduction (Brine et al., 2013). Recreational vessels typically act as a secondary stage of the spread of invasive species as they are not monitored to the same level as commercial vessels. Typically, upkeep and maintenance on these vessels are inconsistent, and their excursions are sporadic, so they have the potential to establish higher levels of fouling when moored, especially if the antifouling methods have
Floated; and are then able to go to locations that would normally be isolated from commercial vessels, allowing the secondary spread of invasive species (Roche et al., 2015; Kauano et al., 2017).

Aquaculture is a growing industry with the World Bank 2013 Fish to 2030 report projecting 60% of fish consumed in 2030 will come from aquaculture. With this greater demand for food production, Waite et al. (2014) suggest that aquaculture will have to double its production at least to avoid exerting too much pressure on wild fisheries by 2050. With aquaculture developing into such a vital industry for sustainable food resources, issues arising from biofouling are becoming more evident and problematic. The type of setup being used typically will affect whether the cultivated species or the infrastructure are more greatly affected by fouling. Shellfish aquaculture is more affected by the physical damage of the stock caused by fouling; while finfish aquaculture is affected by infrastructure damage caused by fouling on the netting and cages. In bivalve aquaculture, the cost of biofouling control and removal represents up to 30% of the overall operational costs. The adverse effects of several toxic anti-fouling methods mean they are not often suitable for aquaculture as the chemicals used will also affect the cultured stock, so other non-lethal techniques need to be used. The products used to control of biofouling in aquaculture need to be carefully considered with regards to the local ecosystems and the rules and legislations surrounding biocides, as biocides can have detrimental effects on the cultured species and the surrounding environment. (Fitridge et al., 2012; Lacoste & Gaertner-Mazouni, 2015).

Fitridge et al. (2012) found that shellfish aquaculture was affected by physical damage (burrowing), mechanical interference (overgrowth), biological competition (food, space and resources), increased drag (requires increased floats and maintenance) and environmental alteration (reduced water flow and changes in waste concentrations). In addition, fish aquaculture was affected by fouling on nets restricting water exchange (oxygen depletion), disease risk (fouling organisms harbouring pathogens), cage deformation and structural fatigue (added weight) (Fitridge et al., 2012).

The spread of invasive species poses a major threat to local ecosystems worldwide and is considered one of the biggest threats to native biodiversity (Hewitt et al., 2004; Hayden et al., 2009; Piola & Conwell, 2010). Biofouling acts as a vector for invasive organisms and has
facilitated the establishment of many foreign fauna and flora in ports and harbours worldwide, and several of these organisms have spread throughout near-by ecosystems (Piola & McDonald, 2012). Continuous monitoring and offshore data collection devices are also affected by biofouling, and this can ultimately affect the accuracy of the data collected (Venkatesan et al., 2017).

Globally, biofouling is a major economic issue. Not only does it result in financial loss to many marine industries by creating resistance drag, thus increasing fuel consumption, but there is also the additional equipment costs associated with engine maintenance. The antifouling industry is a billion-dollar industry with preventative measures (anti-fouling paint) and active removals being very costly (Lacoste & Gaertner-Mazouni, 2015). For example, the associated costs of biofouling cost the US Navy approximately USD$56M annually over the entire fleet of 62 Arleigh Burke-class destroyers (DDG-51) (Schultz et al., 2011). The authors concluded that improvements of anti-fouling methods would substantially reduce the annual budget spent on biofouling and the savings would eventually cover the cost of research and implementation of new techniques. Similarly, the UK water industry spent £1.49M over a four-year period due to persistent foulers; with common, biofouling bryozoans being discovered growing on rapid gravity filters within these facilities reducing the effectiveness of the filter (Mant et al., 2011; Mant et al., 2013).

1.2 Antifouling Techniques

Ever since man has used vessels, biofouling organisms have presented an ever-growing problem. The use of various anti-fouling techniques dates back as far as 700 B.C., where copper sheathing was used; since then the technology had changed and improved until the mid-19th century when the use of toxic paints (mercury oxide, copper or silver) became popular mainly due to the ease of application. In the 1950s organometallic paints containing tributyltin (TBT) became very popular and were often used in conjunction with copper based paints (Almeida et al., 2007). However, due to the leaching properties common among toxic paints, most can have a devastating effect on marine ecosystems; an example of this is the population decline of a commercial oyster in France during the 1970s and 80s, high concentrations of TBT were found to cause shell deformities and drastically decrease reproduction (Alzieu, 2000; Nehring, 2001). Throughout recent decades there has been an
increase in research on more bio-friendly, nontoxic solutions to biofouling, which has resulted in a more holistic approach and a comprehensive range of new techniques.

1.2.1 Antifouling in Aquaculture

Biofouling is responsible for several problems within the aquaculture industry, affecting both the cultured species and the infrastructure. Physical removal is an obvious choice for shellfish aquaculture however it can be stressful for the stock and is expensive as it requires much effort on a regular basis. One method of physical removal is immersing the shellfish into fresh water; it is inexpensive and environmentally friendly (Fitridge et al., 2012). However, it is not wholly effective, and prolonged exposure to fresh water has potential to stress the stock. Heat treatment is another option that is easy to apply and has a limited environmental impact although it is not effective against any heat-resistant organisms. A natural strategy used in shellfish aquaculture is simply avoiding recruitment by removing the stock from depths favoured by fouling organisms during their breeding seasons to reduce colonisation. Nevertheless, this approach is ineffective at removing pre-existing fouling biomass and isn’t successful in environments where fouling is constant (Fitridge et al., 2012; Sievers et al., 2014). Another natural strategy is biological control, where predators of known foulers can be introduced to control the populations. This may be effective within small-scale shellfish operations; however, many ecological factors (life cycle, ability to acclimate) would need to be considered when choosing a suitable predator to ensure the local ecosystem remains relatively unafflicted (Fitridge et al., 2012).

Maintaining and containing predators over an extended period can be difficult and could require amendments to the culture techniques and it is also considered too tenuous for large-scale operations. Using coatings on the infrastructure is another potential method with nontoxic, biodegradable coatings being preferable. Although biodegradable coatings can be effective, they often do not last longer than a few months and are unsuitable long-term (Fitridge et al., 2012).

While there are many promising techniques used in controlling biofouling within aquaculture, they are not entirely effective and can be expensive with potential environmental impacts (Fitridge et al., 2012; Sievers et al., 2014; Lacoste & Gaertner-Mazouni, 2015); consideration must also be given to the potential for bio-accumulation of any toxic coating components in the species being farmed. There will not be a one stop
solution to fouling in aquaculture due to the multitude of different stock species farmed, operational methods and set-ups involved, however, this highlights the importance for a more holistic approach to understanding the ecology of biofouling within different environments.

1.2.2 Coatings

Probably the most notable marine antifouling technique is the use of biocide coatings on submerged surfaces. They can be highly effective as they kill biofouling organisms, however, because of their harshness and non-selectiveness they can be highly problematic to the environment (Rosenhahn et al., 2010). Due to its ecotoxicity and bioaccumulation, TBT reduces the effectiveness of immunological systems in fish, reducing reproduction abilities and causing imposex (masculinisation of female organs) in some invertebrates or bioaccumulating in marine mammals, and this has resulted in either restriction or a total ban on such harsh biocides (Iwata et al., 1997; Nehring, 2001; Almeida et al., 2007; Karlsson et al., 2010). The biocides on boats being stored on land can still cause issues within the marine environment, with antifouling paint particles (APP) being produced during maintenance and cleaning of boats or simply by paint peeling off abandoned or grounded vessels, and the APP are then either washed or blown into the marine environment. Due to their size, APP have a relatively greater surface area exposed to the marine environment compared to painted hulls and therefore, leach biocides and trace metals into the environment at a quicker rate. In environments with low turbidity, APP are more likely to settle and become a persistent source of biocides (Turner, 2010).

While TBT and its derivatives were banned, or heavily restricted, similar rules were not introduced for copper based products which were often used alongside the TBT based coatings to provide broad coverage. The use of copper based products has been questioned because the decision not to ban or restrict copper was because it is an element naturally found in the marine environment and is essential for growth in plants and animals (Voulvoulis et al., 1999; Yebra et al., 2004; Karlsson & Eklund, 2010). Conflicting studies surround the effect of copper in antifouling coatings on the nearby environment (Voulvoulis et al., 1999; Piola & Johnston, 2006; Karlsson & Eklund, 2010). It has been argued that the estimated 3,000 tonnes of copper released annually into the marine environment are inconsequential compared to the estimated 250,000 tonnes released per year from natural
sources (Yebras, 2004; Almeida et al., 2007). Others argue that to maintain the effectiveness of TBT free paints, the level of copper would have to be increased which could cause an increase of copper retained in surrounding marine organisms (Nehring, 2001). As there are many flora and fauna that are tolerant to copper, it would, therefore, be necessary to use another toxic chemical alongside copper to cover a wider range of fouling organisms, to fill the void of TBT based coatings (Almeida et al., 2007; Nehring, 2001). Other biocides have been developed, yet these products still have the potential to be just as harmful to the environment as TBT.

New types of coatings have been developed with a wide range toxicity. Organic booster biocide compounds used in conjunction with copper based coatings are a suitable option to help combat copper tolerant organisms (Nehring, 2001). The toxin release technique is often like TBT based coatings in which the toxin is combined with a polymer binder with the toxin being released slowly over time (Nehring, 2001). Although this change might reduce the issues associated with TBT based paints, they could potentially create new ones (Garcia et al., 2015). It could be considered that organic booster biocides are not a viable environmentally friendly substitute to TBT. Soluble matrix coatings have also been produced using binders on rosins (a type of resin) that have incorporated toxic compounds like copper or zinc. These coatings can only combine low levels of toxins, have a weak mechanical strength and require a thin coating. They are therefore easily eroded and are only effective for 12 -15 months and are not effective in the protection for slow moving or stationary vessels (Almeida et al., 2007). Another option is the use of insoluble matrix coatings which use high molecular mass binders like acrylic or vinyl that are insoluble in seawater, these coatings have stronger mechanical strength and can incorporate higher levels of toxins. However, over time the release rate of the toxins will decrease, and they become less efficient. Therefore they are only effective for 12 – 24 months and are limited to particular types of vessels (Almeida et al., 2007).

Hybrid coatings are another example of TBT alternatives that have been used with some success, however there is much work involved in the development of these coatings, ensuring the compounds work well together while lowering their environmental impact, ensuring the correct formulation for the controlled release of biocide while maintaining the effectiveness of commercial products (Azemar et al., 2015). Using polymers extracted from
natural rubber to create a base for antifouling coatings may be an eco-friendly alternative to many toxic coatings as natural rubber is a renewable resource. Also, because the biocides are covalently fixed to the polymer, the leaching of the biocides into the surrounding ecosystem is nearly undetectable. An ionic coating created using the polymer polyisoprene, which showed antifouling capabilities, has the potential to be an effective antifouling tool. The coating helped reduce fouling by hindering the growth of marine bacteria and fungi, reducing the adhesion of micro algae and hampering the attachment of spores (Jellali et al., 2013).

Silicone based coatings have been around since the 1980s and have benefits associated with the ‘non-stick’ concept of silicone based products. It reduces the effectiveness of the fouling organism’s adhesion to the surface and maintains a low surface tension in the biocompatible range. The reduced adhesion also allows water currents to remove attached organisms simply; however, this can also cause the silicone compounds to be released into the water column as well. Developing a silicone based coating that is resistant to a wide range of fouling organisms will be difficult as there are still several obstacles that will need to be overcome such as improving their effectiveness once the surface has been biofouled. (Zhang et al., 2017). The research into the decomposition, eco-toxicity and bioaccumulation of silicone based coatings is limited and more work needs to be done on their environmental impact and should include the undercoats applied as they are corrosive and often contain high levels of carcinogenic polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (Nehring, 2001). Foul-release coatings are eco-friendly, cost effective and non-stick using functional technology over biocides; they are based on either silicone or fluoropolymer compounds and only require one coating compared to the two-three needed for biocide based coatings. The topography of the coatings surface reduces drag resistance, helps increase vessel speed while minimising fuel consumption; the coatings are considered long lasting (5 – 10 years) and because they do not rely on biocides and their non-stick nature they tend to require less maintenance and repair (Selim et al., 2017). In a hypothetical scenario of a total conversion to foul-release coatings, it is predicted that it could prevent the environment from receiving more than seventy billion tonnes of copper-based biocides, six million tonnes of organic biocides and twenty million litres of solvents per year (Yebra & Catala, 2011). Foul-release paints reduced fuel consumption in tankers and bulk cargo
vessels (Corbett et al., 2011). Switching to foul release coatings for all such vessels in the international fleet would reduce costs and lower emissions (Corbett et al., 2011). Even though foul-release coatings are cost effective and environmentally friendly, they do have some setbacks. Removing organisms that have successfully adhered to vessels requires them to be moving, the coatings tend to be soft and therefore can be damaged easily, and they are unsuitable for static objects because the coatings can leach compounds (Buskens et al., 2013).

Natural compounds could potentially be an alternative to organotin compound based paints, although identification and extraction of potential compounds with antifouling properties is still needed (Yebra et al., 2004; Qian et al., 2010). There is also the added issue of developing a natural compound into a commercial product once a compound has been identified, and there is also no assurance that the compound would have a lesser effect on the environment than current biocide booster based paints (Qian et al., 2010). While a system based on natural products may not be a complete solution to surface fouling, a complete comprehension of how they function is still vital. There is a strong need to carefully study and fully understand the behaviour and effects of pre-existing and new compounds and chemicals used in antifouling coatings ensure the most efficient and environmentally sound products are being used (Yebra et al., 2004).

More “eco-friendly”, “Green” biocide-free paints have been developed and are marketed as a non-toxic, economical alternative (Garcia et al., 2015). However, they are often are more toxic to non-targeted organisms than the biocide based paints (Nehring, 2001; Karlsson & Eklund, 2004; Karlsson et al., 2010). Hybrid paints are almost as efficient as the obsoleted TBT paints and are often a more suitable economic alternative (Azemar et al., 2015). Although these techniques still have disadvantages, the coatings on hulls can influence drag resistance. With all coating technologies, the age of the coating, how it was applied and static seawater conditions also impact the coatings drag capabilities (Lindholdt et al., 2015).

1.2.3 Alternative Antifouling Techniques

Several other initiatives include increased research focusing on the role of biofilm, the production of biological based paints and proactive preventative solutions such as
rotating grooming brushes, the use of targeted vibrations for individual species and examining the surface topography of organisms with natural antifouling properties (Dobretsov & Qian, 2006; Gribben et al., 2006; Hopkins & Forrest, 2008; Vrouwenvelder et al., 2010; Choi et al., 2013; Maleb et al., 2013; Lindholdt et al., 2015; Tribou & Swain, 2015). The research into non-toxic alternatives to biocides is steadily growing as we continue to gain a broader understanding of how these organisms behave in response to different stressors. There is now a focus on chemical free preventative solutions to fouling with low environmental impacts.

The first stage of biofouling is the formation of a biofilm, which can occur within a few minutes of being submerged and is often comprised of several different microorganisms (bacteria, diatoms, cyanobacteria, etc.). Biofilms can increase the drag of vessels, cause corrosion and can produce chemicals that affect the settlement of other fouling species, typically the second stage colonisers. Research into microorganisms that produce chemicals that inhibit the fouling of other organisms suggests that many of these species can act as natural anti-foulers however, there needs to be a greater understanding of the mechanisms and how they interact with other fouling organisms if they are to be commercialised (Qian et al., 2010; Dobretsov et al., 2013).

The chitosan-zinc oxide nanoparticle hybrid coating has demonstrated biofilm antifouling properties; chitosan is renewable, biodegradable and is a natural compound produced by the partial deacetylation of chitin (Al-Naamani et al., 2017). Chitosan has antialgal, antifungal and antimicrobial properties, however on its own, as an anti-fouler, it has low mechanical strength and is only usable short term. Hybridising it with zinc oxide increases the coatings mechanical strength, and zinc oxide has also displayed antimicrobial properties and low toxicity. The coating significantly reduced the growth of bacteria, diatoms and microorganisms, displaying its potential to be effective against biofilm fouling (Al-Naamani et al., 2017) Other natural sources of anti-fouling compounds are being investigated, with promising results. The compounds furanones and elatol were isolated from red algae and displayed strong anti-fouling properties (Fusetani, 2004). Marine invertebrates may also have anti-fouling compounds as many species have developed chemical defences. For example, isocyanide was isolated from sponges and nudibranchs and displayed anti-barnacle activity (Nogata & Kitano, 2006; Qian et al., 2010). Several terrestrial
plants also have anti-fouling compounds, for example, cycloviolacin O2, matrine, capsaicin, N-vanillylnonamide, and anandamide (effective anti-fouling properties) (Qian et al., 2010).

Compared to commercial vessels, US navy ships tend to spend longer in harbours, where the marine environment has high fouling pressures allowing fouling organisms to build up on the hulls over time. The vessels often require in-water hull cleaning; this method can damage surface coatings or increase the release of toxins. However, regular, underwater grooming with a mechanical rotating brush may be an effective preventative method of reducing biofouling, decreasing coating damage and dry-dock maintenance (Tribou & Swain, 2010). Frequent use of a rotating brush system either two – three times a week, weekly, bi-weekly or monthly were effective in removing biofilms and reducing the settlement of macrofouling organisms, however, stubborn biofilms were more resistant and during periods of high fouling settlement, increased frequency of cleaning was more efficient at reducing fouling (Tribou & Swain, 2015; Hearin et al., 2015; Hearin et al., 2016; Tribou & Swain, 2017). The hull coating regardless if it was an ablative copper, antifouling coating or a silicone based fouling release coating appeared to sustain minimal damage from the grooming process, suggesting that it could reduce overall costs associated with increased fuel consumption (due to increase drag), reducing the frequency of dry dock maintenance and potentially increasing the life of the coating (Tribou & Swain, 2015; Hearin et al., 2015; Hearin et al., 2016; Tribou & Swain, 2017).

1.3 Sound

1.3.1 Natural Underwater Sound

Natural underwater sound is formed from numerous abiotic, biotic and anthropogenic sources, with different marine ecosystems having their own soundscapes. In recent years, we are discovering that it plays a far greater role in marine ecology than previously thought (Butler et al., 2016; Menze et al., 2017). However, there are still limitations in the research and understanding of the role of sound within the marine environment (Hawkins et al., 2015). Several different marine habitats have distinct underwater soundscapes that could be used as settlement cues for a wide range of marine organisms and this has led to an increase in studies into the effect of noise on the movement and settlement choice of larvae (Jung & Swearer, 2011; Wilkens et al., 2012; Lillis et al., 2013).
Soundscapes in the Arctic fluctuate seasonally, with an increase during summer due to a surge in iceberg cracking and break up events caused by temperature change and wind. Ambient underwater sounds were recorded at Kongsfjorden, Arctic over a summer period. The sound of iceberg calving was between 100Hz – 500Hz and the sound of icebergs bobbing was between 200Hz – 400Hz (Ashokan et al., 2016). Icebergs produce two types of sound: harmonic tremors and broadband bursts. Harmonic tremors are associated with aground and adrift icebergs in the Antarctic region and produce a low frequency (1Hz – 10Hz) that can last up to four hours and may be recorded 1000s of km away from the source (MacAyeal et al., 2008; Matsumoto et al., 2014). Broadband bursts are linked to the breakup of icebergs in the ocean most likely cause by disintegration and edge wasting (Matsumoto et al., 2014). Iceberg breakups within the Southern Hemisphere create an important natural sound source within the Antarctic marine ecosystem as it is considered a leading sound source, and has the potential to alter ambient underwater soundscapes throughout the ocean (Matsumoto et al., 2014). In 2007 after two enormous icebergs broke away and drifted into the Southernmost Pacific Ocean; high-intensity sounds from this break up were recorded in the mid-equatorial latitudes, affecting the soundscapes in those areas for nearly two years. This indicates that the Antarctic iceberg cycle can potentially affect both local marine ecosystems and the soundscapes of environments further away than previously thought (Matsumoto et al., 2014).

The larvae of different species of reef fish employ different habitat selection methods directly using sound; the two main strategies were: using sound directly to select a suitable habitat and avoiding habitats due to sound (Parmentier et al., 2015). Marine and brackish Sand Goby species will manipulate sand within their nests to influence the sounds they emit during mate selection. The males build nests and will emit a sound when a female enters their nest; females prefer larger males with large, well-built nests. The size of the male will affect their sound and nests that are larger and better constructed will also amplify the males sound. Females appear to listen to the sound amplitude to evaluate a potential mate, suggesting that sound plays a crucial role in mate selection and fitness (Lugli, 2013). The larvae of some coastal marine organisms can be affected by natural underwater sound, showing a directional movement towards certain sounds (Radford et al., 2007). Attaining a comprehensive understanding of how fouling organisms respond to a diverse range of
stressors is vital in producing effective solutions that meet these requirements. Furthermore, the noise generated by vessels within a harbour is often in the frequency range 100-1000Hz, which is biologically significant for larval settlement of some marine organisms (Montgomery et al. 2006; Gotz et al. 2009).

### 1.3.2 Anthropogenic Underwater Sound

Human related activities in and around the ocean, such as commercial shipping, oil and gas expeditions, fishing practices, sonar, scientific surveys, dredging and other maritime activities have contributed to marine sound pollution (Hawkins & Popper, 2017). The levels of low-frequency of underwater sounds have been slowly increasing in global oceans for several decades (Wenz, 1969; Ross, 1976; Andrew et al., 2002; Andrew et al., 2011; Chapman & Price, 2011; Širović et al., 2016; Kaplan & Solomon, 2016). This has been attributed mainly to commercial shipping which is linked to global economic trends. Models using economic growth and projected shipping activity have been used to predict future ambient underwater sound levels, with current estimates showing an increase (Frisk, 2012; Kaplan & Solomon, 2016). Adverse effects of anthropogenic sounds have long been established in marine mammals and other marine organisms with studies indicating abnormal growth and reproduction of finfish species and certain shellfish caused by high-levels of human-induced noise (Myrberg, 1990). Exposure to artificial sound can cause stress in several different fish species, where it may affect their swimming, territorial behaviour, predator awareness and their efficacy to find food. The European Seabass responded to sound exposure by increasing their speed and depth at which they swam as well as showing directional movement away from the source of the sound indicating that anthropogenic sounds can affect the behaviour of some marine organisms (Neo et al., 2016).

Within the last decade there has been increased research into how the larvae of marine organisms behave, through locomotion; sensitivity to light; chemical cues and their response to noise (Burgess et al., 2009; Clay & Grünbaum 2010; Jung & Swearer, 2011; Lillis et al., 2013; Sams et al., 2015). The settlement of reef fish and invertebrates in response to the noise produced by wave action on a reef and the active habitat selection due to distinct habitat sounds as well as the directional response to sound cues have been examined (Radford et al., 2007; Jung & Swearer, 2011; Lillis et al., 2013; Eggleston, 2016). Results suggest that many species can respond to sound in different situations. However, since
many marine organisms respond to natural soundscapes, there is increased concern that human-induced sound may be affecting these species. For example, the larvae of reef fish did not significantly react to the presence of boat sound, but when exposed to pier and boat sound together significantly more larvae were trapped compared to a control (Jung and Swearer, 2011). This suggests that noise within harbours may be affecting the behaviour of biofouling larvae by increasing their settlement rate in the harbour and possibly increasing their development and survival rates. This implies that the sound produced inside harbours could essentially increase biofouling on vessels and thus the risk of spread of invasive species, putting more economic pressure on companies.

The larvae of the biofouling mussels *Perna canaliculus* settled significantly faster in the presence of noise than the control (Wilkens et al., 2012). Similarly, the settlement, metamorphosis and survival rate of *Ciona intestinalis* (a biofouling ascidian) larvae increased when exposed to the sound of a vessel generator (McDonald et al., 2014). This suggests that human-induced sound from vessels may be encouraging the development and survival of biofouling species (Wilkens et al., 2012; McDonald et al., 2014). Further research needs to be conducted to gain a better understanding of the vital role of sound in stimulating biofouling larvae and the influence it has in marine ecosystems (Stanley et al., 2014).

### 1.4 Bryozoa

Phylum Bryozoa (Greek for ‘moss animal’) is a relatively large phylum of mostly marine, colonial invertebrates, with approximately 6,000 known living species and ~15,000 identified in the fossil record. They tend to be either encrusting or grow as tufts with varying shape and size that means they are often misidentified as corals and hydroids. They have often been referred to as lace corals, moss animals and sea mats (Gordon, 2003; Gordon et al., 2009). Bryozoan colonies are made up of individual zooids that often have a calcium carbonate skeleton; the skeletons are used as the most common way to identify bryozoans down to the species level. Most species display hermaphroditic tendencies with testes and ovaries developing at different times in an individual zooid, while other species display specialised male and female zooids within a colony (Gordon, 2010).

Bryozoa commonly can act as fouling organisms due to their sessile nature and encrusting abilities (Gordon & Matwatari, 1992). With the increase in shipping vessels and
trade pathways in the last century, several bryozoan species have extended their distribution worldwide using via vessel fouling.

1.4.1 Biofouling Bryozoa

There are several bryozoa families that are common biofoulers, and the Phylum is listed in numerous catalogues and reviews as a top fouler. Many species have managed to spread globally causing several issues for many marine industries (Gordon & Matwatari, 1992). Fouling bryozoa can cause both direct and indirect damage to many of the substrates they foul, with some species being more effective space competitors in aquaculture setups than the cultured stock creating an economic and stock loss in this industry.

The Watersiporidae is a well-established biofouling family, and many of its species spread worldwide, mostly via vessels as vectors. In the 1950s, this family was considered a problematic fouler as it was often resilient to moderately toxic paints on hulls, acting as a substrate for other biofoulers to settle on and thus avoid the toxic paint (Wisely, 1958). The invasive bryozoan species *Watersipora subatra* has resilient and persistent effects on community structure, where it influences the abundance of several different taxa (Sams & Keough, 2012). Bryozoa larvae tend to be non-feeding, as this stage is a relatively short stage in their life cycle; and this implies that they are often not fastidious when selecting a substrate to settle on making them very suitable for biofouling (Zimmer & Woolacott, 1989 A).

1.4.2 Bryozoa Larval Behaviour

It has been previously thought that most larvae have very little control over where they drifted and eventually settled; however, there is now a growing body of evidence that suggests this is not the case. Most bryozoan larvae have eyespots and can sense light and show some form of phototaxis; they are often equipped with cilia that may serve several purposes such as locomotion, feeding and ‘crawling’ across a substrate until a suitable location is found.

The larval behaviour of bryozoan species has been considered in many behavioural studies to help elucidate their interaction with the surrounding environment (Marshall & Keough, 2003; Santagata, 2008A; Burgess et al., 2009). The size and age of a larva can significantly affect how much time it spends in the water column, the selectiveness of a
suitable substrate, and can even affect the community assemblage post-settlement (Marshall & Keough, 2003; Burgess et al., 2009; Davis & Marshall, 2014).

The delayed settlement of the bryozoan *Bugula flabellate* larvae caused by increased workflow that prevented settlement over multiple generations had lethal and sub-lethal effects on the colonies suggesting that low water movement was a favourable condition for larval release (Cancino & Gallardo, 2004). Some *Watersipora subtorquata* larvae survived long term exposure to copper although they were slow growing, and the overall survivorship was affected (Ng & Keough, 2003). These studies highlighted that the conditions the larvae are exposed to could have long lived side effects through multiple generations (Ng & Keough, 2003; Cancino & Gallardo, 2004). Multiple studies have been conducted on the response of bryozoan species to light as most species will release larvae under light shock treatments. Several bryozoa species display positive phototaxis within the first few hours of release; they will then display negative phototaxis presumably so that they will settle on the benthos (Wendt & Woolacott, 1999; Cancino & Gallardo, 2000; Santagata & Zimmer, 2000).

The effects of sound have not yet been fully explored within the Bryozoa, however previous studies on the effect sound has on biofouling larvae has suggested that bryozoa could display a response to the presence of noise, either natural or human-induced; this remains an area largely under research. The larvae of some bryozoan species have demonstrated a potential response to sound during settlement suggesting the possibility of sensory organs capable of responding to sound within the bryozoa phylum (Stanley et al., 2014).

1.5 Proposed Aims and Hypotheses

Biofouling is a global issue that not only negatively affects local ecosystems with the invasion of non-indigenous species into long established environments but also increases the fuel consumption of vessels, reduces the profitability of aquaculture industries. Billions of dollars are spent annually on the prevention, treatment and removal of fouling material and research. As alternative methods are developed to reduce fouling issues, there has been an increase in novel solutions to this problem. The effect of noise on bryozoan species
remains largely unexplored even though the phylum is one of the biggest contributors to biofouling.

I aim to gain a better understanding of the role vessel noise plays in biofouling bryozoan larval behaviour, as a novel way to approach a possible eco-friendly solution to biofouling. For my thesis, I will examine the morphology of *W. subatra* larvae using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to determine potential sound sensory organs. I will also explore the effects of noise on the larval behaviour of a common, fouling bryozoan species: *Watersipora subatra* (Ortmann, 1890) in the Wellington region to gain a better understanding of the role of sound in biofouling. My first hypothesis is that if bryozoan larvae can respond to sound, then they must have organs capable of sensing sound, my second hypothesis is that the larvae of bryozoan species will respond to the presence of noise by increasing their settlement rate. If this holds true, my third hypothesis is that the bryozoan larvae will respond differently to certain frequencies and to ascertain which frequencies promote or deter the settlement of the larvae.

For this thesis, I have written Chapter 2 and 3 in the style of scientific papers, because of this there will be some repetition within my chapters.
Chapter Two: Scanning electron microscopy of *Watersipora subatra* larval morphology

2.1 Introduction

Adaptations during the larval stage of many marine species are imperative to the individual’s survival and development as well as the overall fitness of the species. Larval morphology is significant in understanding the life histories of a marine species and their ecology, as many factors that influence the larval stage of a species can have latent effects in other life stages (Cancino & Gallardo, 2004; Pechenik, 2006). Marine organisms employ different larval strategies: some are planktotrophic with a significantly long pelagic duration in the water column and are capable of feeding to acquire the nutrition to sustain this stage and to aid settlement. Others are lecithotrophic and are either nonplanktonic or will spend a relatively short period (hours to a few days) in the water column; lecithotrophic larvae have a yolk sac that supplies nourishment for this stage and settlement, and they are therefore usually nonfeeding (Jablonski & Lutz, 1983). Interestingly some planktotrophic larvae have short pelagic periods and while they do feed, it is not required for their settlement and metamorphosis; also, some lecithotrophic larvae are capable of feeding (Allen & Pernet, 2007). This implies that larval strategies are not straightforward and that there are numerous advantages and disadvantages to different strategies and adaptations (McEdward, 2000; Allen & Pernet, 2007). The longer pelagic stage of the planktotrophic larvae allows for a greater dispersal range; however, this increases the mortality by raising the larvae’s exposure to predators in the water column and reducing the likelihood of encountering a suitable habitat (Jablonski & Lutz, 1983; Pawlik, 1992). Because lecithotrophic larvae are usually nonfeeding they can only survive for shorter periods in the water column; this reduces their dispersal range and decreases the chance of finding a suitable habitat, although an advantage of the shorter time in the water column means there is a reduced risk of encountering pelagic predators (Jablonski & Lutz, 1983). The reproductive effort for lecithotrophic larvae is greater compared to planktotrophic larvae; they also tend to have a reduced mortality compared to their pelagic counterparts.
However, the fecundity of the parents of lecithotrophic larvae is significantly less than the parents of the planktotrophic larvae (Jablonski & Lutz, 1983; McEdward, 1997).

While there is typically a dichotomy in classifying larvae as either feeding or nonfeeding, it is evident that the larvae of marine organisms employ several different morphological and behavioural characteristics, not only for nutritional gain but also for defence, locomotion, dispersal, habitat selection and predatorial habits. Therefore it is important to comprehend these features to gain a greater understanding of their ecology and life histories. Larval movement in the water column and the required morphological features are poorly understood due to their size and the difficulty in studying their movements in situ, which can cause limitations in understanding their dispersal and ecology (Clay & Grübaum, 2010). While it is debatable that larvae have insufficient ability to control their movements, and will drift in the water column, many species can move vertically in the water column. This depth adjustment allows them to take advantage of currents for dispersal, to avoid predators and to locate a suitable habitat (Garrison, 1999). The different developmental stages of larval sand dollars allow the larvae to move vertically to depths that are advantageous for that larval stage, using different morphological traits in each stage (4-, 6-, and 8-armed stages); this vertical preference perhaps allows the larvae to avoid intra-specific competition, and these morphological adaptions can influence larval development (Clay & Grübaum, 2010). Sand dollar larvae also use chemical cues from adults to select a suitable habitat, as a common predator is often unable to establish its self within a pre-existing sand-dollar bed, thus reducing the mortality rate. In addition developing the ability to detect species-specific chemicals has allowed sand dollar larvae to increase their survivability post-settlement (Highsmith, 1982). The morphology and behaviour of some coral reef fish larvae have enabled them to have some control over their movements in the water column, enabling the larvae to have an active role in self-recruitment and avoid the ocean’s currents. Therefore understanding the adaptions for locomotion will help elucidate how much control a larva can have over its dispersal and the subsequent effects on recruitment and population dynamics (Fisher & Bellwood, 2003)

One of the biggest challenges that face marine larvae is mortality; specific adaptations can significantly improve an individual’s chance of survival to adulthood. This is especially true with so many factors influencing the mortality rate like larva size, predator
encounters, defence strategies, delayed settlement, environmental factors, inability to locate a suitable habitat, and resource gathering (Marshall & Keough, 2003; Cancino & Gallardo, 2004; Davis & Marshall, 2014). The population dynamics of the North Sea Herring are affected by larval mortality, with the recruitment rate and stock population appearing to correlate with larval mortality. There is a possibility that larval mortality could be used to help predict future stock populations within the Herring fisheries industry (Fässler et al., 2011). Interestingly, more robust models can be used to predict population dynamics, and could be utilised to estimate recruitment and mortality (White et al., 2014). It is commonly thought that larval mortality rates are high. However, these more complex models can sometimes challenge this assumption previously made about the larval mortality rate of some invertebrates, which appears to be significantly lower than previous estimates (Metaxas & Saunders, 2009; White et al., 2014). The larvae of two intertidal mussel species can detect Dogwhelk predators and employ different survival methods depending on the surrounding habitat (von der Meden et al., 2015). Both species exhibited a preference for the presence of Dogwhelks, in one site, employing a predator satiation method, where they settled in higher densities, reducing the individual’s probability of being a prey; while at the other site, both species typically demonstrated predator avoidance. This indicates that some larvae can adjust their behaviour depending on the immediate environment and presence of predators to reduce their current mortality rate, suggesting that they have sensory characteristics that can assess the surrounding environment (von der Meden et al., 2015). Improved knowledge of the morphology of larvae can help understand how species reduce their mortality rate and post-settlement success.

Larval morphology is important in understanding life histories and ecology because events and factors that affect an individual larva can affect its later stages either positively (e.g. increased food availability can improve post-settlement development and survival rate) or negatively (e.g. poor habitat selection can increase starvation, reduce reproductive success) (Pechenik, 2006; Hamilton et al., 2008). Settlement delay is an interesting concept in larval development especially in lecithotrophic larvae as they are limited by the size of their yolk sac. As time goes on and their food source diminishes, there is a greater pressure to find a suitable settlement location before either starvation or simply running out of enough resources to undergo metamorphosis (Cancino & Gallardo, 2004; Sams et al., 2015).
The tentacle crown (previously known as a lophophore) is the feeding appendage of adult bryozoans, and a delay in settlement of a larva will decrease the size of the tentacle crown in *Bugula neritina*, reducing an individual’s feeding capabilities. This relationship can be used in reverse to estimate the settlement delay of larvae (Burgess & Marshall, 2011). Certain other larval traits can also carry over into other life stages and influence behaviour. The body length of common coral reef fish larvae at settlement affected the larva’s choice to remain solitary (higher mortality) or join a group (reduced mortality) post-settlement, with longer (typically better condition) larvae more likely to participate in a group (Dingeldein & White, 2016). Surprisingly larvae in better condition post-settlement also increased their foraging which in the immediate future increases the mortality risk, however, the increased foraging does allow for faster growth which over time will lower the risk, suggesting that larval traits can influence the survival rate of other life stages (Dingeldein & White, 2016).

The Bryozoa phylum contains mostly marine, colonial invertebrates, commonly with a free-swimming larval stage, this phylum is of interest as it is relatively understudied despite their ecological importance in some benthic communities, and despite the fact that many species are prolific biofoulers. Increasing our knowledge of their life cycles and ecology is important in understanding their relationship to their environment and developing effective ways to reduce their fouling capabilities and reduce their invasive tendencies (Gordon & Matwatari, 1992; Gordon *et al.*, 2009). *Membraniporopsis tubigera* is a bryozoan species that was previously unreported in New Zealand, but in 2001-02 became a nuisance in an Auckland harbour clogging flounder set nets, temporarily affecting the livelihoods of set net fishers; similarly, in Southern Brazil at the same time, the number of *M. tubigera* increased and clogged shrimp nets. Due to the limited knowledge of reproduction in *M. tubigera*, determining how this species reached Brazil and New Zealand is problematic; simply ascertaining whether the larvae were lecithotrophic or planktotrophic would help reduce the number of potential man-made dispersal methods (Gordon *et al.*, 2006).

Bryozoans have a diverse range of larval morphological characteristics to help increase their survivability; most structures are attributed to aiding locomotion, phototaxis behaviour, suitable habitat exploration and metamorphosis. Beyond this, there is little known about their characteristics and whether they can are used in other types of
behaviours (Santagata & Zimmer, 2000; Santagata, 2008B). The age and size of bryozoan larvae also affect larval behaviour, potentially influencing whether an individual will look for a suitable habitat near its parent colony or risk entering the water column to drift further away in the hopes of locating a more beneficial habitat affecting dispersal patterns (Burgess et al., 2009). These endogenous characteristics coupled with external influences affecting larval behaviour suggests that bryozoan larvae can respond to a wide range of internal and external factors and adjust their reproductive strategies accordingly to increase their survival rate pre- and post-settlement (Seed & Hughes, 1992). Therefore, increasing our knowledge of larval morphological characteristics and how they affect larval behaviour is important in understanding dispersal, recruitment patterns and overall population dynamics.

Phototaxis behaviour is typical of the invertebrate larvae of sessile organisms and is common among bryozoan larvae, which often display movement towards a light source shortly after release to aid in dispersal. Later they often move away from a light source when they are ready to begin looking for a suitable settlement location (Reed, 1991; Seeds & Hughes, 1992). Marine zooplankton with phototaxic tendencies use eyespots to detect light and directly regulate their cilia movement. Therefore there tends to be a coupling between sensory and locomotive organs, and in some sponge and cnidarian larvae, they are combined into a single cell (Jékely et al., 2008).

Within the Bryozoan phylum, the family Watersiporidae, is well known for its biofouling tendencies, with global distributions for several species using vessels as vectors (Gordon & Matwatari, 1992). Species within the family are often resistant to toxic antifouling paints, which can be challenging as they can then act as barrier between the paint and other fouling organisms (Wisely, 1958). The encrusting bryozoan Watersipora subatra is a common biofouler found in New Zealand with unknown origins (Vieira et al., 2014). The larvae of W. subatra are typical of the phylum, they are non-feeding, free swimming with a short pelagic period and are relatively understudied. Previous observations have demonstrated that the settling period is generally consistent all year round with an increase in late spring to early autumn within the New Zealand population. The larvae of other species in the Watersipora family have demonstrated the potential to respond to sound which suggests that bryozoan larvae may have sensory organs that are able to
respond to sound (Stanley et al., 2014). This chapter will examine the larval morphology and behaviour of *W. subatra* using visual observations and scanning electron microscopy to gain a better understanding of the sensory and locomotive organs that help influence behaviour and movement.
2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Adult collection and larval release:

Mature, reproductive colonies of *W. subatra* were collected from Chaffers Marina, Wellington (41°17'18.9"S 174°47'06.1"E) and were stored in a blacked-out tank overnight. The tank was kept dark by wrapping it in black plastic and ensuring that the main lights in the lab were off. An air pump was used to provide adequate aeration and water flow and the tank was filled with unfiltered seawater to provide a natural food source. After 15 hours, the adults were then exposed to an artificial light source (150W – 200W) to induce larval release.

Light shocking was used to trigger spawning in sexually mature bryozoans in the lab. Adult colonies were kept in the dark for a set time (a few hours to 24 hours) before exposing them to a light source (natural or artificial); encouraging the adults to release their larvae (Reed *et al.*, 1988; Wendt & Woollacott, 1999; Cancino & Gallardo, 2000; Santagata & Zimmer, 2000).

The larvae were then collected using a transfer pipette and kept in a petri dish with filtered sea water, where they were observed under a microscope before SEM preparation. The swimming patterns, settlement times and their visual appearance were noted.

2.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscope Preparation:

Bryozoan larvae were fixed at room temperature by pipetting the specimens into a small glass vial. As much of the seawater as possible was removed, then 2ml of filtered seawater was added followed by 2ml of 4% osmium tetroxide. The larvae were kept in the vial in the solution for an hour under the fume hood before the solution was removed. The larvae were rinsed in distilled water several times, gently agitating the vial and removing the liquid before transferring the larvae to a clean glass vial and repeating the wash cycle twice more to ensure all traces of osmium tetroxide were removed.

The fixed larvae then underwent a gradual dehydration with ethanol up to a concentration of 70% ethanol and stored for up to two months. The dehydration was done by slowly introducing ethanol into the larval solution starting at 10% concentration for 10 minutes before getting stronger every 10-15 mins; the steps were: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60,
70%. Settled larvae were also fixed by this same process although prior to fixation they were settled onto a piece of acetate sheet that was then cut up into small pieces.

The specimens were put into a 90% ethanol solution for 15 minutes, minimising the amount of liquid from the storage container as well as covering the petri dish to avoid evaporation. The samples were then transferred to a 100% ethanol solution, avoiding as much excess liquid from the 90% solution as possible. The samples were then left covered in the 100% solution for 20 mins. This step was then repeated to ensure the highest ethanol concentration for the samples. Another small petri dish was filled with 100% ethanol, and a small porous container was placed in the middle and was allowed to absorb the ethanol. The samples were then pipetted into the porous container and to allow adequate mixing of the two solutions during the critical point drying (CPD) process without losing the samples.

Critical point drying is a process where gas pressure is raised to a point where there is no obvious difference between liquid or gas state of a medium; the surface tension is reduced to zero at a precise temperature and pressure, i.e. at the critical point. Drying biological samples this way avoids damage from surface tension. The critical point of water is +374°C and 22145.96 kPa which would cause heat damage to biological specimens. The EMS 850 (Electron Microscopy Sciences, USA), is a CPD that uses CO₂ as the transitional medium, as the critical point of CO₂ is 31°C and 7391.18 kPa. Typically the dehydration fluid (ethanol) which is miscible with CO₂ will act as an intermediate fluid.

The CPD was performed according to the method of Cohen (1979). A wire mesh was used for transporting small specimens, and for larger specimens, a small porous pot was used. The specimens were maintained in the dehydration fluid immediately prior to CPD, then transferred to the EMS850 chamber. The chamber was pre-cooled to accommodate the liquid CO₂, filled with ethanol, and the porous pots added to the chamber. The chamber was sealed and pressurised, then filled with liquid CO₂ and the CO₂ was vented through a needle valve. This was repeated until the solvent exchange was completed. The removal of all ethanol was checked by removing the plastic pipe from the exhaust outlet and placing a small piece of filter paper into the stream of gas, and if there was a small damp patch, then the solvent was still present and further cycles were performed. The chamber was then filled with CO₂ a final time for CPD, the chamber was then heated until the critical point at 35°C and 7391.18 kPa was reached. This process normally took ~1½ hrs.
The chamber was then depressurised at 100psi/min over a 13-minute period, and the specimens were removed to be mounted on stubs prior to sputter coating and examination in the SEM. The larvae were mounted using a small metal pointer with a tiny hook at the end. Tools were grounded before using them to avoid possible static charge. They were then coated with gold palladium in the Quorum sc7620 (UK) sputter coater for 30 seconds and then placed in the SEM.

2.2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy

SEM images were taken on either a JEOL, JSM-6610LA (Japan) or a Hitachi TM3000 (Japan). Images were then examined and compared to other images of the larvae of other bryozoan species to identify potential morphological traits and organs.
2.3 Results: Larval behaviour and morphology

The coronate larvae of *W. subatra* were released from individual zooids within an adult colony after being exposed to a light source. The larvae displayed positive phototaxy shortly after being released from the adult colony and spent a majority of their free-swimming stage in the water column. The larvae are spherical in shape and crimson red with a corona that fluoresces blue in visible light under a light microscope (Figure 2.1A-B). The apical disc and the aboral pole of the larva are visible in Figure 2.1C as well as the oral ciliated epithelium and the oral undifferentiated cells. The apical disc has alternating bands of ciliated and unciliated cells radiating out from the apical disc. The larva is a dumbbell shape with three distinct regions: the aboral and oral hemispheres and the corona and are covered in cilia (Figure 2.1D). Note that in following images, the larvae are displayed in various orientations with one or the other hemispheres upper most. Figure 2.1D indicates the opening to the internal sac. Prior to settlement, larval behaviour changes as they become negatively phototaxic and begin to crawl along a substrate searching for an appropriate settlement location.

![Figure 2.1 Watersipora subatra larvae. A-B: free-swimming larvae within an hour of release from the colony; C-D: SEM images of free-swimming larvae. c: corona; AB: aboral hemisphere; O: oral hemisphere; IS: opening to the internal sac; AP: aboral pole; AD: apical disc; OUC: oral undifferentiated cells; OCE: oral ciliated epithelium.](image-url)
The cilia of the corona (Figure 2.2A-B) create a band around the equator of the larva and are orientated in one direction. The larvae swim in a spiral pattern moving their ciliated corona in unison to create movement.

Figure 2.2 SEM images of Watersipora subatra larvae. c: ciliated coronal band

Figure 2.3 SEM images of Watersipora subatra larvae. S: supracoronal cells; IF: infracoronal cells; c: corona; sc: salt crystals.
The supracoronal ring of cells (Figure 2.3A-D) attach the corona to the aboral hemisphere and run adjacent to the ciliated corona. The corona is attached to the oral hemisphere by infracoronal cells (Figure 2.3A & D). Typical of bryozoan larvae that display phototaxic behaviour, *W. subatra* larvae have eyespots (Figure 2.4A-D). Eyespots are located in the infracoronal band of cells, they are ~15µm - 20µm across and appear pigmented and concave (Figure 2.4C-D). The eyespot in figure 2.4D is heavily covered with salt crystals.

![Figure 2.4 SEM images of Watersipora subatra larvae. ES: eyespot; IF: infracoronal cells; c: corona; sc: salt crystals](image)
Flagellar tufts, also known as balancers (Figure 2.5) are a group of elongated cilia located near the corona that protrude from the infracoronal band.

The putative sensory region contains the pyriform organ with long, bundled cilia called the vibratile plume (Figure 2.6 A-B) it is a densely packed group of slightly elongated cilia.

Figure 2.5 SEM image of a flagellar tuft (B) on a Watersipora subatra larvae. ES: eyespot

Figure 2.6 SEM images of Watersipora subatra larvae. V: vibratile plume; c: corona; ES: eyespot; s: supracoronal band; SC: salt crystals.
In preparation for settlement the larva undergoes a “cleaving” in which the larva begins to split open (Figure 2.7A-C), this is to aid the metamorphosis stage of settlement. The cleavage begins from the opening of the internal sac and splits vertically along the oral hemisphere to the ciliated coronal band.

For settlement, the free-swimming larva undergoes catastrophic metamorphosis; the settled larva is unrecognisable compared to the free-swimming larvae (Figure 2.8A-B). The cilia and recognisable features are no longer present, and the larva takes on a roughly oval shape. The settled larva is blood-orange in colour and over a 24-hour period the ancestrula zooid develops. Figure 2.8A-B show a slightly raised mound in the centre of the settled larva which is the beginning of the ancestrula zooid. The settled larva is ~400µm in length.
Also note that due to the larvae being heavily ciliated it is difficult to remove all particles, and salt crystals are commonly visible in the SEM images. For additional SEM images of *W. subatra* larvae see appendix B.
2.4 Discussion

*Watersipora subatra* larvae like other species in the Gymnolaemata class are coronate larvae with the three distinct regions (aboral and oral hemispheres and the corona band), and the class has the most morphologically diverse larvae of all bryozoans (Zimmer & Woollacott, 1993; Gruhl, 2008). This diverse morphology is most likely due to the non-feeding aspect of the larval stage as it allows the larva to invest energy into other endeavours that would otherwise be allocated to feeding. The lack of demand for feeding has seen larval traits evolving with a wider range of sensory and locomotive abilities; it has also allowed for the diversification of the nervous system (Reed & Cloney, 1982; Santagata, 2008A).

The cilia of the coronal band beat orally to propel the aboral hemisphere forward into the environment in a spiral pattern, the larva can adjust the beating of the locomotive cilia to circumnavigate around objects it encounters (Reed, 1988). The movability of the larva around objects indicates that they have some sort of sensory mechanism to process its surroundings and to react accordingly. The apical disc located in the aboral hemisphere is the foremost part of the larva to be projected into the environment during the free-swimming stage and is considered an important sensory recipient for larval orientation (Reed et al., 1988; Santagata, 2008A). The apical disc varies in size depending on the species, it is quite predominant in the aboral hemisphere of *W. subatra* larva and this might indicate a greater input into assessing the external environment, substrate selection and hypothetically detecting sound. However, further investigation into the nervous system of *W. subatra* would be needed to support that hypothesis. The apical disc is formed at the aboral pole and consists of a neural plate and alternating bands of ciliated cells and unciliated, undifferentiated cells that radiate out from the neural plate and is an important sensory organ used for orientation during the free-swimming larval stage (Reed, 1988).

The pyriform organ is also thought to play an important role in habitat selection, it is connected to the apical disc by a neuro-muscular tract supporting this idea. The behaviour of the larvae during habitat selection also adds support, bryozoan larvae “crawl” along the substrate when looking for a suitable habitat location and will often re-enter the water column several times before settling. This behaviour displays that bryozoan larvae have substrate preferences and that they are possibly capable of interpreting biochemical cues.
associated with the desired/undesired substrate; W. subatra larvae observed in a petri-dish displayed this behaviour. While a larva is exploring a habitat, the pyriform is pushed against the substrate and the vibratile plume (a ciliated tuft of the pyriform organ) beats orally (at a slower rate than locomotive cilia) against the substrate (Reed, 1988; Reed et al., 1988). The vibratile plume has a vital role in habitat selection and is a specialised sensory organ used in identifying the larva’s surroundings (Reed, 1987). It is possible that it could also have adapted to sensing vibrations caused by sound in the marine environment; however, due to the lack of research possible organs capable of detecting sound in bryozoans is currently speculation.

Another part of the larvae’s sensory system consists of three different types of cells depending on their location relative to the locomotive cilia and their cilia morphology. Supracoronal cells are aborally located and line the corona; in the oral hemisphere, unciliated infracoronal cells create a band the corona; intercoronal cells are located adjacent to coronal cells (Santagata, 2008B). Intercoronal cells are related to the locomotion of the larvae, regulating the beating of the cilia of adjacent coronal cells through shared chemical synapses after receiving a stimulus, combining sensory and motor functions (Reed et al., 1988; Santagata, 2008B). The larvae of W. arcuata (closely related to W. subatra) have polymorphic intercoronal cells and appear more complicated compared to other bryozoan species, potentially elucidating that the cells have a wide range of functions (Zimmer & Woollacott, 1989). It is likely that the intercoronal cells in W. subatra are similar to those of W. arcuata, however, because the coronal band is heavily ciliated the intercoronal cells were not visible in the SEM images. Interestingly in several gymnolaemata species, a serotonergic nervous system has been noted and is represented by a nerve ring around the corona and serotonergic cells (a nerve that is stimulated and releases serotonin) dispersed between the corona cells. The nervous system is related to both the apical organ and intercoronal cells and is probably linked to ciliary bands and musculature tissue through neural pathways. It is most likely related to either locomotion or metamorphosis, and the serotonergic cells are potentially a feature unique to the larvae of bryozoans; however, due to its redundancy after settlement, the larval nervous system is entirely lost during metamorphosis (Ghrul, 2009).
Watersipora subatra larvae undergo “catastrophic metamorphosis” during their settlement stage, a process that is characteristic of gymnolaemata larvae. During metamorphosis, most of the larval organs and structures degenerate, with the cystid (body wall) and polypide (gut and tentacles) forming the ancestrula zooid. The cystid is derived from the pallial epithelium and internal sac, while it is thought that the polypide arises from either the apart of the apical disc or from the infracoronal cells (Zimmer & Woollacott, 1989A). For settlement, the larvae will suddenly reverse the beating of their coronal cilia towards the aboral hemisphere, and this provides adequate force for the morphogenic movement required during metamorphosis (Reed, 1987). The internal sac is everted and, most of the larval organs and tissues disintegrate and the ancestrula zooid is formed in a second phase, the rapid change and dramatic loss of larval organs are why it is referred to as “catastrophic” (Santagata, 2008A; Gruhl, 2010).

Watersipora subatra larvae have demonstrated the ability to respond to external stimuli through phototaxic behaviour and crawling behaviour, therefore it is likely that they have the potential to detect and respond to sound. Numerous marine organisms and several marine larvae have displayed the ability either to avoid potential danger or to locate a suitable habitat. This chapter has shown that W. subatra have complex larvae that have evolved with a number of sensory organs and behavioural traits to respond to their environment and increase their survivability. With more research into their nervous system, structure and behavioural responses to sound it will be possible to elucidate whether they have the ability to detect sound.
Chapter 3: The effects of sound frequencies on the settlement behaviour of *Watersipora subatra* larvae

3.1 Introduction

The role that natural underwater sound plays in several marine ecosystems and within individual species has been gaining recognition recently; most notable is the apparent influence of natural sound on the behaviour and settlement of the larvae of multiple marine species (Leis & Lockett, 2005; Stanley *et al.* 2012; Butler *et al.*, 2016; Menze *et al.*, 2017). The settling larvae of several reef fish species have shown a direct behavioural response to sound when choosing a suitable habitat (moving towards reef sounds), whether they are responding to the sound of waves breaking on a reef or the sound created by invertebrates (stridulation) in a reef is debateable (Simpson *et al.*, 2008; Parmentier *et al.*, 2015).

Some coastal crustaceans, oysters and coral larvae move towards certain habitat sounds *in situ* indicating that local soundscapes could be an important settlement driver affecting the recruitment and survivability of several marine communities. Multiple coastal crab species move towards recorded reef sounds, suggesting that the trait could be widespread in coastal crustaceans as well as a far-reaching influence on their ecology and recruitment success (Randford *et al.*, 2007). The *Crassostrea virginica* oyster increased its levels of settlement in the presence of reef sounds demonstrating that the oyster larvae can use sound as an indicator of a suitable habitat, potentially increasing their survivability (Lillis *et al.*, 2013). The larvae of a dominant reef building coral, *Montastraea faveolata*, showed an increase in settlement towards recorded reef sounds produced by fish and crustaceans implying that coral could potentially detect sound, but whether it is used in habitat selection or settlement behaviour remains largely unexplored (Vermeji *et al.*, 2010). The role of sound in marine ecosystems could potentially threaten communities as anthropogenic sound pollution increases in the ocean (de Soto, 2016; Miksis-Olds, 2016). Interestingly an experiment examining effects caused by the sound of pile-driving on the larvae of Common sole and European sea bass indicated that the larvae were not affected by the sound (Bolle
et al., 2016). These results suggest more research into individual species responses to anthropogenic sound is needed to understand larval responses to sound pollution.

As evidence for the importance of sound in the marine environment increases so does the concern for the effects of sound pollution within local and global marine ecosystems. The potential consequences could be wide-spread with varying degrees of effectiveness. With the possibility of altering behavioural patterns, foraging, mate and habitat selection, sound pollution could greatly affect the fitness of numerous marine species and should be considered as an important factor when examining ecosystems (Ranford et al., 2016). It is common knowledge that marine mammals especially cetaceans can be highly sensitive towards sound pollution. This has resulted in marine mammal impact assessments on the potential damage of anthropogenic sounds on these species (Myrberg, 1990; Donovan et al., 2017). As our dependence on the ocean for natural resources continues to grow, our sound pollution also continues to increase and will need to be carefully monitored to minimise potential effects on marine ecosystems. Sources of sound pollution, such as drilling and mining exploration, sonar, shipping lanes and seismic surveys are all obvious culprits. However, unusual sources of sound previously overlooked, exploring the characteristics of underwater sound and how to measure its environmental impact effectively need to be thoroughly investigated to have an adequate understanding of its role in the marine environment (Ainslie & de Jong, 2016). Ironically scientific equipment used for locating and monitoring cetaceans such as echo sounders can potentially alter their diving behaviour and ultimately effect scientific results (Quick et al., 2017).

As we continue to expand our presence in the ocean we have increased the number of vessels and this has added to the sound pollution. The effects of anthropogenic sound are wide-spread and influence species differently, and it is therefore important to understand its interaction with marine ecosystems. There was no significant difference in the predator vigilance of Pagurus bernhardus the European common hermit crab in relation to vessel noise and controls (Nousek-McGregor & Mei, 2016). However, it was noted that in the sound treatments the behavioural responses were more variable compared to the controls with the crabs taking longer to respond in the presence of shipping vessel sounds compared to just boat sounds or ambient ocean sounds. This demonstrates that different
anthropogenic sounds can have different effects on behaviour (Nousek-McGregor & Mei, 2016).

Small boats also contribute to sound pollution in reef fish larvae. Larval reef fish use the sounds of a reef when choosing a suitable settlement location, and reef noise therefore plays a significant role in the recruitment success of reef organisms. The increase of boat activities within the vicinity of reefs world-wide have the potential to affect the recruitment success of many organisms on a reef and ultimately their overall health and viability. Boat noise significantly reduced the settlement of juvenile *Pomacentrus nagasakienensis* and *P. amboinensis*, two common coral reef fish, compared to the settlement rate for ambient reef sounds. Ten other species were also examined however, due to their small sample sizes a significant result could not be obtained even though the trend does support the idea that boat noise with reef sounds reduces recruitment (Simpson *et al.*, 2016). In a reef off the coast in Victoria, Australia, larval fish did not actively avoid boat sound and their ability to locate the ambient reef sounds was not affected; this implies that there might be reef fish species whose larvae are not influenced by sound and therefore reef recruitment may not be as largely affected by boat noise as thought (Jung & Swearer, 2011).

Unexpectedly, both natural and anthropogenic sounds can promote biofouling on hulls (Stanley *et al.*, 2016). Most large vessels produce sound (typically between 10 – 1000 Hz) within the biologically significant range for several marine organisms that could influence the settlement of fouling organisms (Götz *et al.*, 2009; Stanley *et al.*, 2016). The presence of vessel noise increased settlement, growth and development as well as reduced the mortality rate of several fouling marine organisms (Wilkens *et al.*, 2012; McDonald *et al.*, 2014; Stanley *et al.*, 2014). This is an issue as biofouling is an expensive problem with a huge demand for research into environmentally-friendly, non-toxic alternatives to toxic antifouling paints, as they continue to be heavily restricted due to their impact on the environment.

Acting as vectors, small boats and larger vessels help promote the spread of non-native, fouling species into new ecosystems world-wide, threatening local communities (Piola & Conwell, 2010). While the invasive effects of fouling on large vessels is more apparent as they can transport fouling species all around the world via hulls or ballast water; smaller recreational boats can also add to the issue, with many fouling species able
to survive being out of water for prolonged periods of time (>6 hours), and species are able to migrate to locations previously unattainable (Kauano et al., 2017). A survey of thirty international transport vessels entering New Zealand waters found that vessels traveling trans-Tasman paths had increased fouling levels compared to other international vessels, and this could be due to the shorter trip, slower speeds and less extreme fluctuations in salinity and temperature. Increased biofouling does not necessarily equate to increased biosecurity risks, as many non-native species can have little to no effect on local ecosystems (Coutts & Taylor, 2004). But it is important to develop environmental friendly preventive solutions to reduce fouling and decrease the success rate of non-native species establishing in new communities.

Several Bryozoan families are well known biofoulers, and many species therefore have global distributions (Gordon & Matwatari, 1992). Arguably Watersipora subatra is the most common invasive species in the Watersiporidae family in New Zealand, Australia, Britain and California (Vieira et al., 2014). Similar to other species within this family, the endemic origins of W. subatra are unknown. Species within this family tend to display resilient tendencies to some toxic paints (Wisely, 1958). Watersipora subatra have non-feeding, free-swimming larvae with a short larval stage, and because of this they can be indiscriminate when choosing their habitat for settlement making them very successful foulers (Zimmer & Woolacott, 1989 B).

Biofouling is a complex subject with numerous factors influencing its severity. There are issues with current antifouling techniques, but it is clear there is no single solution to the problem. A holistic approach to fouling is the most effective way to gain a better understanding of the problem and to learn how these organisms respond to a wide range of stressors. The influence of anthropogenic sound on invertebrate larvae has been explored previously (Montgomery et al., 2006; de Soto, 2016) however, the effect of vessel noise on a fouling bryozoan species remains largely unexplored even though the phylum is one of the biggest contributors to biofouling. In this chapter I will explore the potential effects of sound on the larvae of W. subatra, a common fouling species in Wellington, New Zealand to increase the knowledge of the effect of anthropogenic sound within the marine environment with a focus on the issue of biofouling and potential environmental friendly solutions.
3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Larval collection and sound experiment

Adult, reproductive colonies of *W. subatra* were collected from Chaffers Marina, Wellington (41°17'18.9"S 174°47'06.1"E) and were stored overnight in a large black storage container to avoid exposing the colonies to light. Adults were collected from pier E to increase the likelihood of the colonies being exposed to similar conditions and to increase relatedness (Fig. 3.1). An air pump was used to provide adequate aeration and water flow and the container was filled with unfiltered seawater to provide a natural food source. After 12 hours in darkness, the colonies were then exposed to an artificial light source (150W – 200W) to induce larval release. This technique known as light shocking is used to trigger spawning in sexually mature bryozoans in the lab (Reed *et al.*, 1988).

The free-swimming larvae were collected using a transfer pipette and kept in a petri dish with filtered sea water within the first hour of the adult colonies being exposed to a light source. This also allowed the random mixing of larvae from different colonies. The larvae were then randomly selected and pipetted into a single well of a 6x4 well plate until all wells contained a single larva (Fig. 3.2) (n=24). The wells were filled with 3mL of filtered seawater and the condition of the larvae were noted. The well plate was then randomly assigned a water bath, sound treatment and speaker and MP3 player. Well plates were then
placed into their assigned water baths and the start time of the trial was noted, LED lights were used to reduce the chance of a temperature change caused by lighting and to ensure a consistent light source was present to remove light as a potential confounding factor. Shade cloth was also used to cover the water baths for the same reason. The experiments were carried out in a temperature control room to reduce sound pollution from outside sources. During each exposure period the refrigerator unit was switched off to remove potential sound pollution. To check that temperature change did not affect the larvae during the trial, the temperature of the water baths was taken every 2 hours while the trial was running. Sound absorbing rubber mats were placed under the water baths to absorb any potential transferable acoustic energy from the environment. The experiment consisted of three sound treatments (100Hz, 500Hz and 1000Hz) and a silent control. Nine water baths were used each time a trial was conducted, and the experiment was carried out seven separate times to ensure enough larvae were used in each treatment to reduce sampling bias and variance. The water baths acted as replicates for each treatment (see Fig. 3.3 for experiment setup). For each experimental run, each water bath was randomly assigned a treatment. The water baths were filled with 10 litres of fresh water to help maintain a consistent temperature in the well plates. In each water bath a speaker (Moki BassDisc Bluetooth Speaker, China, ACC-BDSCBK, 20Hz-1kHz) was randomly assigned and
placed into a sealed waterproof plastic bag and was placed at the bottom of the water bath. Each speaker was randomly assigned a MP3 player (Sony NWZ-B183F 4GB mP3 FM Walkman music player, Japan), each set of speakers and MP3 players were randomly assigned a set treatment which was then calibrated for that set. Each treatment had 3 sets of speakers and MP3 players calibrated for the set frequencies, the MP3 players played a 60-sec recording of the set frequency on a continuous loop during the experiment. For the silent control a speaker was placed in water bath but was not connected to a power source.

During a trial, a well plate with a single larva in each well (24 individuals per water bath) was placed into a randomly assigned water bath and the start time was noted. Each individual in the well plate acts as a pseudo-replicate within the treatment. After the start of the experiment every two hours the well plate was removed from the water bath and the larvae in the well plates were observed under a dissecting microscope and the larval stage recorded for each larva. The three stages are free-swimming (in the water column), crawling (moving along the surface of the well) and settled (undergone metamorphosis), it was also noted if the larva was dead (no cilia movement, blackening of larva). A pipette was used to create a gentle current against a settled larva to confirm that it attached to the substrate.
After a larva was recorded as settled, then further characterisation for that larva was stopped. Each trial was carried out over a 24-hour period as most larvae will settle within 12 hours of release. After this time, their survivability and the probability of being able to settle after 24-hours is highly reduced as they are non-feeding.

3.2.2 Data analyses

The Kruskal-Wallis comparisons of ranks test was used to test for a difference in the distribution of median settlement among the replicate water baths within the same treatment (each treatment was analysed separately). A Shapiro-Wilk’s test, the Anderson-Darling normality test and Q-Q plots (Appendix B) were used to check the normality of the data. The rate of settlement was analysed using a linear mixed effects model to account for the variation caused by the different water baths within the treatments. All data analyses were performed using the software R Studio (Version 1.0.136), using the lme4 package (code and output are in appendix B).

Linear mixed-effects model formula:

\[ y = X\beta + Z\gamma + \epsilon \]

- \(X\) = fixed effects
- \(\beta\) = fixed effects parameters
- \(Z\) = random variables
- \(\gamma\) = random effects parameters
- \(\epsilon\) = error
- \(\gamma\) and \(\epsilon\) are independent
3.3 Results

The Kruskal-Wallis test revealed that the distribution of the median of settled larvae between the water baths within a treatment significantly differed for treatments two, three and the control group (Table 3.1). Boxplot A (Figure 3.4) shows that the median settlement time for most larvae across the water baths in the silent control group was within the first 5 hours however, in water baths D, F and G the median appeared to be higher. The boxplot also reveals three potential outliers in baths A, B and H; the upper and lower quartiles also vary across the water baths indicating that they do not have equal variance. Boxplot B (Figure 3.1) shows that the median settlement time for larvae across the water baths in treatment one was between 5-10 hours. There are 5 potential outliers within treatment one in the baths A, D and E; the quartiles were uneven across the water baths suggesting unequal variances across the water baths in treatment one. Boxplot C (Figure 3.4) suggests that the median settlement time for larvae across the water baths in treatment two ranged from less than 5 hours up to 10 hours, with unequal variances due to the even quartiles across the baths. There are 4 potential outliers in treatment two in the baths D, F and G. Boxplot D (Figure 3.4) indicates 3 potential outliers in water baths A and D within treatment three. The boxplot indicates that the median settlement time for larvae across the water baths in treatment three varies up to ~10 hours. Typical of the other treatments the uneven quartiles across the water baths indicate unequal variances across the baths in treatment three.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Kruskal-Wallis Chi-squared</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silent control</td>
<td>37.779</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>8.27e-06*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment one (100Hz)</td>
<td>12.746</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment two (500Hz)</td>
<td>32.393</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.372e-05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment three (1000Hz)</td>
<td>19.222</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.004*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* statistically significant p-value
Figure 3.4 Boxplot of settlement time (Hours) of W supatra within each water bath for each treatment. A: Silent control; B: Treatment one; C: Treatment two; D: Treatment three.
The Shapiro-Wilk’s normality test was carried out on each individual treatment and control group as well the pooled data. The results (Table 3.2) show that the data does not have a normal distribution whether for each treatment or when pooled together. However, the Shapiro-Wilk’s test can be weak against larger data sets as it is able to detect small deviations from the normality increasing the likelihood of the null hypothesis being rejected even if the data is mostly normal.

Table 3.2 Shapiro-Wilk’s test for normality: W-statistic, α and p-value for data within each treatment and the pooled data set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>W statistic</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silent control</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.663e-13*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment one (100Hz)</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>7.017e-09*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment two (500Hz)</td>
<td>0.826</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>5.229e-12*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment three (1000Hz)</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2.089e-11*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pooled data set</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>&lt;2.2e-16*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statistically significant p-value

The Anderson-Darling normality test was therefore also carried out on the data of each treatment and the pooled dataset, using the null hypothesis that the data comes from a normal distribution. The results of the analysis (Table 3.3) were comparable to those of the Shapiro-Wilk’s test, in that the tests for each treatment and the pooled data failed to accept the null hypothesis suggesting that the data for each treatment and the pooled data did not come from a normal distribution. See Appendix B for Q-Q plots of pooled data and data for each treatment.

Table 3.3 The Anderson-Darling test for normality: A-D-statistic, α and p-value for data within each treatment and the pooled data set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>A-D statistic</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silent control</td>
<td>10.968</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>&lt;2.2e-16*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment one (100Hz)</td>
<td>4.957</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2.543e-12*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment two (500Hz)</td>
<td>8.063</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>&lt;2.2e-16*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment three (1000Hz)</td>
<td>8.308</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>&lt;2.2e-16*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pooled data set</td>
<td>31.692</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>&lt;2.2e-16*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statistically significant p-value

The average mean settlement times (hours) of *W. subatra* and their standard errors were calculated for each treatment group (Figure 3.5), showing that the mean settlement time was not significant across the treatments (Table 3.4). Treatment two may have a shorter settlement mean compared to the other treatments, although the standard errors for each treatment overlap (Table 3.4).
Table 3.4 Summary of mean settlement times (h) of larvae in each treatment with standard errors, t-values and p-values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Mean settlement time</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silent control</td>
<td>7.977</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>9.01</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment one (100Hz)</td>
<td>8.331</td>
<td>1.346</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment two (500Hz)</td>
<td>6.954</td>
<td>1.340</td>
<td>-0.763</td>
<td>0.223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment three (1000Hz)</td>
<td>7.596</td>
<td>1.341</td>
<td>-0.284</td>
<td>0.388</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.5 Mean settlement times (h) with standard error bars for *W. subatra* larvae in each treatment. T1: Treatment one; T2: Treatment two; T3: Treatment three.

The proportion of settled larvae over the 24-hour period for each treatment is illustrated in Figure 3.6. The graph suggests that the proportion of settling larvae within treatment one in the first 8 hours was noticeably less compared to the other treatments however the proportion of settled larvae is very similar at the end of the 24-hour period (Table 3.5), treatment one also has the lowest overall percentage (84.2%) of settled larvae at the end of the experiment.
Table 3.5 Summary of settled and unsettled larvae in each treatment at the end of the 24-hour experiment period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Settled</th>
<th>Unsettled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment one (100Hz)</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>84.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment two (500Hz)</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>89.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment three (1000Hz)</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>88.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.6 Proportion (%) of settling W. subatra larvae over time (h) for each Treatment. T1: Treatment one; T2: Treatment two; T3: Treatment three.

Due to the variability between the water baths within each treatment shown in the boxplots (Figure 3.4), the potential effects of the water baths will need to be taken into consideration. A linear mixed-effects model is most suitable as it factors in fixed-effect parameters and random-effects (unobserved random variables), and the effect of the water baths within the treatments can be incorporated as a random-effect.

The analysis was carried out using the Restricted Maximum likelihood criterion (REML) to fit the data to the model as REML is an unbiased estimator of the variance in the model. The analysis was also carried out using the Maximum Likelihood criterion (ML) to fit
the model. The variance of settled larvae as a random effect was estimated at 1.731e-12 hours$^2$ in the REML fit with a standard deviation of 1.731e-06 hours. Using the ML fit the estimated variance and standard deviation was 0, this indicates that the level of “between-group” variance is not adequate to incorporate random effects into the model, therefore the REML fit is a more suitable choice for the model. Using the t-values acquired from the REML mixed-effects model the p-values (Table 3.4) were calculated for each of the treatment groups in RS Studio (see appendix B for code), using n-1 to calculate the degrees of freedom. The settlement time of *W. subatra* larvae was not statistically significant across the different treatments with 95% confidence.
3.4 Discussion

The results of the sound experiment, while not statistically significant are still interesting and opens the way for more experiments into the effects of sound on bryozoan larvae. As expected the data was not normally distributed as the larvae do not settle evenly across the 24-hour period, the non-feeding larvae tend to settle relatively quickly before they run out of their yolk. As expected the proportion of larvae settling was highest within the first 8-hours, the incline of the data for each treatment in Figure 3.6 was steepest in that time frame before gradually levelling out after the 10-hour mark.

The 100Hz sound treatment did demonstrate a slight trend of delaying settlement, even though it was not statistically significant. However, treatment one had the lowest proportion of settled larvae consistently throughout the experiment with only 84.2% of larvae settling at the end of the experiment compared to the 92% of larvae that settled in the silent control group (Table 3.5). The 100Hz treatment also had the highest mean settlement time (8.3h ± 1.346) even if it overlapped with the other treatments. These trends for treatment one are interesting as they suggest that the lower frequency (100Hz) has the potential to not only delay settlement but to also reduce the number of settling larvae. This trend should be explored more thoroughly as the survivability of *W. subatra* larvae into adulthood is greatly influenced by locating a suitable habitat before their yolk sac diminishes; so delaying settlement can reduce their ability to undergo metamorphosis. The development of the adult colony could potentially be affected by settlement delay, similarly to the reduced tentacle crown size seen in *Bugula neritina* post-settlement delay (Burgess & Marshall, 2011). The potentially reduced overall number of settling larvae at this frequency is also interesting as it also lowers the ability of *W. subatra* to establish itself in a new environment. Hypothetically reducing the percentage of settling *W. subatra* larvae in a harbour from 92% to 84% (Table 3.5) could significantly reduce their presence and reduce the possibility of spreading to new vessels, however, their biomass in the ecosystem would need to be estimated to assess if it would have an impact. While in this sound experiment 100Hz did not differ significantly from the other treatments, it shows potential to delay and reduce settlement in *W. subatra* larvae which further investigation can elucidate and could potentially be a novel solution to reducing *W. subatra* biofouling.
An unexpected effect on the settlement rate was the variation of settlement between the water baths within each treatment. There are a lot of potential unknown factors that could have affected the settlement rate between the water baths.

The results of the experiment are still intriguing as it provides further insight into the ecology and morphological abilities of *W. subatra*. Future experiments would need to be conducted to help ascertain if *W. subatra* and other bryozoan larvae are influenced by sound in the marine environment whether it is natural or anthropogenic. Additional investigation will help determine if sound has the potential to attract or deter bryozoan larvae, although with the slight response to the 100Hz treatment and a previous research suggesting that bryozoan larvae respond to vessel noise (Stanley *et al.*, 2014) it is more likely that bryozoans will have the ability to respond to sound even if only slightly.
Chapter 4: Overview, discussion and future prospects?

4.1 Overview

Chapter two examined the morphological traits and behaviour of *W. subatra* larvae to improve our understanding of their ecology and life histories. Observations of free-swimming behaviour and SEM images have shown that *W. subatra* have a complex morphology and a diverse range of sensory organs capable of interacting and responding to the surrounding environment. Because *W. subatra* larvae displays behavioural responses to outside stimuli, it is possible that they possess sensory organs that can respond to sound. It is possible as they are not expending energy for feeding and digesting, so they potentially can assign energy to the development of other sensory organs.

The sound experiment in chapter three examining *W. subatra* larval response to different frequencies produced conflicting results. There was no significant difference in settlement times for larvae between the silent control, 100Hz, 500Hz and 1000Hz, suggesting that *W. subatra* larvae might not respond to sound. However, there is a possible delay and reduction in settlement when exposed to the 100Hz frequency. Larvae settling in the 100Hz treatment took slightly longer to settle compared to the silent control and the 500Hz and 1000Hz. The overall number of settling larvae was also lower in the 100Hz treatment as opposed to the other treatments. Bryozoan species in other sound experiments have also demonstrated the potential to respond to sound (Stanley *et al.*, 2014). These conflicting results make it difficult to extrapolate any substantial evidence either for or against *W. subatra* ability to respond to sound; it does highlight the need to conduct further investigations into the possible effect sound has on bryozoan larvae.

The complex larval morphology implies the potential for sound sensing organs, which is somewhat evident in the settlement behaviour of larvae in 100Hz treatment. Although it is not enough for the behaviour to differ significantly from the other sound treatments. This suggests that if *W. subatra* larvae did respond to sound it’s influence on the behaviour of the larvae is so minor it doesn’t have a noticeable impact.

The lack of evidence in the sound experiment may be due to unknown factors not taken into account in the experimental set up. It is possible that the water baths were not spaced out enough to completely reduce the sound transference from the surrounding
baths. The temperature control room where the experiment was conducted was located in the wet lab, where there was quiet a lot of noise pollution, it is possible that the isolation was not enough to remove the external sounds. If the exclusion of sound pollution was not sufficient it is possible that the silent control was not truly silent and therefore not an unbiased control.

It is also possible that seasonal changes during the experimental period affected the results. Although a possible long-term experiment only examining settlement rates over a long-time scale would most likely be the best way to determine if seasonal change has an effect on settlement rate. Adding a wider range of frequencies may also provide a differing result, as the larvae may only respond to higher frequencies (possibly >10,000Hz). The type of sound recording could have played a role, and comparing natural sounds (waves on a reef) to anthropogenic sounds (vessel engine, sonar) could provide knowledge into whether bryozoan larvae use natural sounds to orientate themselves or if they are being influenced by anthropogenic sounds.

Increasing the number of the sample size would decrease the variance and produce more accurate results that are more representative of the population. Comparing *W. subatra* to other bryozoan species in other classes might reveal differences in evolutionary trends and the phylogeny within the phylum. Changing the experimental design into a two-way ANOVA to examine the effects sound and temperature have and how they interact with each other would be enlightening and will show a more realistic result. Preliminary tests looking at increasing temperature while being exposed to different sound frequencies does appear to affect the settlement and mortality rate. Continuing this experiment design would produce interesting and informative results.

In conclusion *W. subatra* is an important biofouler and increasing our knowledge on their life histories will contribute to formulating more effective and holistic antifouling products and procedures. Their larvae are intricate and utilise a range of sensory organs and behavioural responses when interacting with their surrounding environment. They have demonstrated a possible potential to respond to sound, although further research is needed to elucidate the relationship *W. subatra* larvae has with underwater sound.
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Appendix A: Unused SEM images of *W. subatra* larvae
Appendix B: Graphs and R output

![Figure A1 Normal Q-Q plots for the data in each treatment group and the pooled data set. A: Q-Q plot for the silent control data; B: Q-Q plot for treatment one data; C: Q-Q plot for treatment two data; D: Q-Q plot for treatment three data; E: Q-Q plot for pooled data set.](image)

Data summary for linear mixed-effects model from R-studio:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>summary(pooled)</th>
<th>waterbath</th>
<th>BryozoanID</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Settled</th>
<th>TimeOfSettlementHOU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1C</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>T10T2W38863: 1</td>
<td>CONTROL:213</td>
<td>D: 2</td>
<td>Min. : 2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1E</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>T10T2W38864: 1</td>
<td>T1:165</td>
<td>N: 80</td>
<td>1st Qu.: 2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1F</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>T10T2W38865: 1</td>
<td>T2:167</td>
<td>Y:629</td>
<td>Median : 6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2A</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>T10T2W38866: 1</td>
<td>T3:166</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean : 7.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2B</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>T10T2W38867: 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3rd Qu.:10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2C</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>T10T2W38868: 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Max. :24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Other):567</td>
<td>(Other)</td>
<td>705</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NA's :80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
R code for linear mixed-effects model using \texttt{lme4} package using the REML criterion to fit the model:

\begin{verbatim}
pooled.model = lmer(TimeOfSettlementHOURS ~ Treatment +(1|Waterbath) + (1|Settled), data=pooled)
\end{verbatim}

Data output for about R-code using the REML criterion to fit the model:

Linear mixed model fit by REML ['lmerMod']
Formula: TimeOfSettlementHOURS ~ Treatment + (1 | Waterbath) + (1 | Settled)
Data: pooled

REML criterion at convergence: 3964.5

Scaled residuals:
\begin{verbatim}
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max
-1.8729 -0.6942 -0.2312  0.4557  2.9552
\end{verbatim}

Random effects:
\begin{verbatim}
Groups    Name        Variance  Std.Dev.
Waterbath (Intercept) 5.683e+00 2.384e+00
Settled   (Intercept) 1.731e-12 1.316e-06
Residual              2.955e+01 5.436e+00
\end{verbatim}

Number of obs: 631, groups:  Waterbath, 30; Settled, 2

Fixed effects:
\begin{verbatim}
     Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept)   7.9772     0.8854   9.010
TreatmentT1   0.3535     1.3462   0.263
TreatmentT2  -1.0231     1.3402  -0.763
TreatmentT3  -0.3815     1.3414  -0.284
\end{verbatim}

Correlation of Fixed Effects:
\begin{verbatim}
     (Intr) TrtmT1 TrtmT2
TreatmentT1 -0.658
TreatmentT2 -0.661  0.434
TreatmentT3 -0.660  0.434  0.436
\end{verbatim}

R code for linear mixed-effects model using \texttt{lme4} package using maximum likelihood to fit the model:

\begin{verbatim}
pooled.model = lmer(TimeOfSettlementHOURS ~ Treatment +(1|Waterbath) + (1|Settled), data=pooled, REML = FALSE)
\end{verbatim}
Data output for about R-code using maximum likelihood fit the model:

Linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood ['lmerMod']
Formula: TimeOfSettlementHOURS ~ Treatment + (1 | Waterbath) +
(1 | Settled)
Data: pooled

AIC      BIC   logLik deviance df.resid
3985.3   4016.5   -1985.7   3971.3      624

Scaled residuals:
Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max
-1.8453 -0.7063 -0.2368  0.4694  2.9417

Random effects:
Groups    Name        Variance  Std.Dev.
Waterbath (Intercept)  4.74    2.177
Settled   (Intercept)  0.00    0.000
Residual              29.55    5.436
Number of obs: 631, groups:  Waterbath, 30; Settled, 2

Fixed effects:
  Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept)   7.9710     0.8240   9.673
TreatmentT1   0.3563     1.2541   0.284
TreatmentT2  -1.0214     1.2476  -0.819
TreatmentT3  -0.3795     1.2489  -0.304

Correlation of Fixed Effects:
  (Intr) TrtmT1 TrtmT2
TreatmentT1  -0.657
TreatmentT2 -0.660  0.434
TreatmentT3 -0.660  0.434  0.436

R code for calculating the p-value of the values in the mixed-effects model:

pt(q, df)

where q is the observed test statistic, and df the degrees of freedom (n-1)